MEC MOSENOGI EMBARKS ON QUARANTINE SITE
INSPECTIONS AT DEDECT FACILITIES

MECMosenogi and MEC Molapisi seen here entering the Christiana All seasons Resort

MEC Kenetswe Mosenogi of the Department of Economic Development, Environment, Conservation & Tourism accompanied by and MEC Gaoage Molapisi of Public Works and Roads, have this
week embarked on an inspection for identified sites to be used as quarantine facilities as part of
the effort to stop the spread of Covid19. The MEC’s inspected the Mahikeng Hotel School, Taung
Hotel School, the Christiana All Seasons resort and the Molemane eye Nature Reserve.
The Department agreed to avail the quarantine areas as part of the North West Provinces response plan to deal with the current pandemic. The MEC's met with municipal leaders, including
the Lekwa Teemane Mayor Cllr. Pilane, concerning the state of affairs in line with COVID-19
measures at a local level, and were also briefed by Facility managers. The purpose of the visits
was to assess identified quarantine areas and to close the gaps in terms of providing sufficient
beds and other provisions in accordance with the North Wests' state of readiness.

“We are here to further satisfy ourselves and confirm that the areas identified are suitable
and have the capacity to accommodate patients as an when they are referred,” said MEC
Mosenogi. MEC Molapisi further requested that the facility managers work hard with officials from the Department of Health to monitor and continuously ensure compliance in term
of the National set standards.
MEC Mosenogi and MEC Molapisi also paid a visit to Sassa pay points in Taung to monitoring social grant pay-points and to promote social distancing. They further met communities to ensure and encourage citizens to comply with social distancing and other preventative methods to minimize the spread of COVID-19.
The Department can hereby confirm that all systems are in place at the Mahikeng Hotel
School, Taung Hotel School and Christiana all seasons resort to be used as quarantine areas. They meets all the required standards set by the North West Department of
Health and DEDECT is expected to get further advise from the Health department.
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